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[image: Modern kitchen design with a lightweight wood-effect finish]
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[image: A neutral Shaker kitchen with Pebble and Nordic Craft cabinetry, with belfast sink.]
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[image: A bright and airy open-plan kitchen that incorporates Duxbury drawers and cabinets in Limestone, and Portobello units in Bosco. Combined with dark wood paneling on kitchen island bar.]
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[image: A utility room with cabinets with beige slab fronts]
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[image: Customer Jen looking through samples by her laptop]
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[image: Ambleside Shaker kitchen in Moss and Limestone colours, featuring cup handles, and a spacious open-plan layout.]




[image: A contemporary kitchen with green and cream cabinets in Ambleside, featuring a Shaker-style design.]
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[image: An open plan Magnet kitchen, showcasing our modern Duxbury range in Arboretum.]




[image: Black appliances integrated into full-height door units from Magnet's Duxbury range, seen in a rich dark green.]
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[image: Portobello kitchen cabinets in a light woodgrain are set behind Magnet's Duxbury range in Limestone, creating a light and modern open plan kitchen with a breakfast bar island.]




[image: Modern Portobello kitchen cabinets in Bosco are finished with brass bar handles.]
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[image: Integrated handles give Integra Portobello a sleek modern finish, perfectly offset by its organic woodgrain texture - crafted from premium Italian materials.]




[image: Integrated handles give Integra Portobello a sleek modern finish, perfectly offset by its organic woodgrain texture - crafted from premium Italian materials.]
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[image: Traditional Shaker-style kitchen range featuring panelled doors with visible woodgrain and beading detail]




[image: Traditional Shaker-style kitchen range featuring panelled doors with visible woodgrain and beading detail]
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[image: Wardley Arboretum cabinets paired with brass handles and kitchen tap makes an an elegant, contemporary Shaker kitchen, with a lighter shade kitchen island.]




[image: Tall Wardley Arboretum kitchen cabinets and a lighter kitchen island, all with brass details.]
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[image: Tatton Sage kitchen from Magnet, a contemporary narrow frame shaker door.]
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[image: Modern slab Soho cabinets in the Balmoral colour, a soft beige green tone]




[image: Close-up of Soho Balmoral cabinets with black circle handles]
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[image: Integra Soho Limestone and Nutmeg is a frameless slab door with integrated handles in a smooth paint finish.]




[image: Integra Soho Limestone and Nutmeg is a frameless slab door with integrated handles in a smooth paint finish.]
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[image: Nordic Nature. Modern wooden kitchen design with a Nordic influence. Featured floating worktops, a ribbed plinth and rounded end panels]




[image: Close-up of Nordic Nature cabinets with wood fronts and handles.]
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[image: Wardley Arboretum cabinets paired with brass handles and kitchen tap makes an an elegant, contemporary Shaker kitchen, with a lighter shade kitchen island.]




[image: Tall Wardley Arboretum kitchen cabinets and a lighter kitchen island, all with brass details.]
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[image: Luna is the ideal base for a minimalist kitchen design with its integrated handle that gives any kitchen a beautiful, sleek finish.]




[image: Minimalist kitchen design Luna in a green shade. Its integrated handle gives any kitchen a beautiful, sleek finish.]
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[image: Traditional Shaker-style kitchen range featuring panelled doors with visible woodgrain and beading detail]




[image: Traditional Shaker-style kitchen range featuring panelled doors with visible woodgrain and beading detail]
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[image: Modern slab Soho cabinets in the Balmoral colour, a soft beige green tone]




[image: Close-up of Soho Balmoral cabinets with black circle handles]
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[image: Open plan kitchen with kitchen island. Integra Ludlow is a contemporary take on a Shaker kitchen, with integrated handles.]




[image: Close-up of kitchen island in Integra Ludlow, a contemporary take on a Shaker kitchen, with integrated handles.]
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[image: Winchester kitchen by Magnet. A wood grain effect affordable alternative to solid timber built from hardwearing MDF and available in 5 colours.]




[image: Winchester Dove grey, the wood grain effect affordable traditional kitchen by Magnet, with belfast sink and hanging kitchen utensils below an open wall shelf.]
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[image: Integra Soho Limestone and Nutmeg is a frameless slab door with integrated handles in a smooth paint finish.]




[image: Integra Soho Limestone and Nutmeg is a frameless slab door with integrated handles in a smooth paint finish.]
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[image: Modern slab Soho cabinets in the Balmoral colour, a soft beige green tone]




[image: Close-up view of Nordic Craft cabinetry in kitchen island]
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[image: Hoxton kitchen. Smooth slab doors in a painted effect finish. Minimalist styling with your choice of handles and three colours.]




[image: Hoxton kitchen. Smooth slab doors in a painted effect finish. Minimalist styling with your choice of handles and three colours.]
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                Add 6% to your home's value

                Sellers can expect to make an extra 5-6% when selling a home with a recently renovated kitchen.
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    Pay Monthly

    
    
        Spread your payments across 2-6 years, at a market-beating 2.9% APR available on all kitchens.
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    Interest Free Credit

    
    
        Spread the cost over up to 5 years, with absolutely no interest to pay across premium kitchens.
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    Buy Now, Pay Later

    
    
        Pay a low deposit, no payments for 12 months, then pay in full or over 5 years at 11.9% APR.
    








    
        

    Find out more


    






    
        
            Our design service

            Starting with your first, free consultation, your experienced Magnet designer will be by your side to walk you through the design process and give expert advice at every step. Same-day appointments are available on a limited basis.
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            In-Store Design Consultation

            Meet with your designer at your chosen showroom.
        


        
            
                Duration:

                90 min
            

            
                Outcome:

                3D kitchen design & quote
            

        

    


                    

        

        

        

        


        
            Virtual Design Consultation

            Meet with your Magnet designer on a video call.
        


        
            
                Duration:

                60 min
            

            
                Outcome:

                3D kitchen design & quote
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                        How to buy with Magnet

                                            With expert guidance from your personal designer, creating your Magnet kitchen couldnâ€™t be easier.

                
                
                    


    
            

    







[image: Ambleside kitchen range shown in a home kitchen with blue Shaker cabinets and wood floors.]

        


    Find your style



                Explore our curated collection of classic and contemporary kitchens to find the look you love.



            

                View all kitchens
        

    


    





    
            

    







[image: Magnet Stockton Store Sample area]

        


    Time to design



                Visit our designers in-store or online and we’ll start creating your bespoke design and quote.



            

                Book an appointment
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    Place your order



                Choose from our range of flexible finance options to find your preferred way to pay



            

                See finance options
        

    


    



                
            
            
                
                    
                        How to buy with Magnet

                            With expert guidance from your personal designer, creating your Magnet kitchen couldnâ€™t be easier.

                    

                

                


    
            

    







[image: Ambleside kitchen range shown in a home kitchen with blue Shaker cabinets and wood floors.]

        


    Find your style



                Explore our curated collection of classic and contemporary kitchens to find the look you love.



            

                View all kitchens
        

    


    





    
            

    







[image: Magnet Stockton Store Sample area]

        


    Time to design



                Visit our designers in-store or online and we’ll start creating your bespoke design and quote.



            

                Book an appointment
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    Place your order



                Choose from our range of flexible finance options to find your preferred way to pay



            

                See finance options
        

    


    




            


    






    
            
                
                        The Magnet Difference

                
                
                        Inspiring better living through purposeful design.
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                195 Kitchen
showrooms nationwide
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                25-year guarantee 
on pre-built cabinets
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                Over 100 years
of design expertise
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                Kitchens beautifully
crafted in the UK
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                100% Responsibly
sourced timber
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                TrustMark-accredited
installation
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            Find your nearest showroom
        

        
            Now open until 8pm - find an appointment time to suit you. Over 195 showrooms nationwide.
        


        
        
    





    
            Our kitchen styles

        
                    
                        


    
            
                
                        Shaker kitchens

                
                
                        Country-style cabinetry with traditional, framed doors and a recessed centre panel

                
                
                    


    
        
                    






[image: Ambleside Shaker kitchen in Moss and Limestone colours, featuring cup handles, and a spacious open-plan layout.]




[image: A contemporary kitchen with green and cream cabinets in Ambleside, featuring a Shaker-style design.]
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                From
                 £2,390

                    or
                    £21  per month*            


        
            View Ambleside
        
    






    
        
                    






[image: Wardley Arboretum cabinets paired with brass handles and kitchen tap makes an an elegant, contemporary Shaker kitchen, with a lighter shade kitchen island.]




[image: Tall Wardley Arboretum kitchen cabinets and a lighter kitchen island, all with brass details.]
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                From
                 £3,673 

                    or
                    £31 per month*            


        
            View Wardley
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[image: Tatton Sage kitchen from Magnet, a contemporary narrow frame shaker door.]
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                From
                 £1,760 

                    or
                    £16 per month*            


        
            View Tatton
        
    






    
        






[image: Traditional Shaker-style kitchen range featuring panelled doors with visible woodgrain and beading detail]




[image: Traditional Shaker-style kitchen range featuring panelled doors with visible woodgrain and beading detail]
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                From
                 £3,288 

                    or
                    £42 per month*            


        
            View Ludlow
        
    






    
        






[image: Winchester kitchen by Magnet. A wood grain effect affordable alternative to solid timber built from hardwearing MDF and available in 5 colours.]




[image: Winchester Dove grey, the wood grain effect affordable traditional kitchen by Magnet, with belfast sink and hanging kitchen utensils below an open wall shelf.]
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                From
                 £2,515 

                    or
                    £30 per month*            


        
            View Winchester
        
    






    
        






[image: Dunham kitchen by Magnet. Smooth matt finish traditional or modern style available in over 20 colours.]
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                From
                 £2,878

                    or
                    £36 per month*            


        
            View Dunham
        
    




                
            

            
                

    View shaker kitchens


            

    



                    
                    
                        


    
            
                
                        Modern kitchens

                
                
                        Contemporary, minimalist cabinetry featuring smooth, slab doors and clean lines

                
                
                    


    
        






[image: Hoxton kitchen. Smooth slab doors in a painted effect finish. Minimalist styling with your choice of handles and three colours.]




[image: Hoxton kitchen. Smooth slab doors in a painted effect finish. Minimalist styling with your choice of handles and three colours.]
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                From
                 £2,537 

                    or
                    £31 per month*            


        
            View Hoxton
        
    






    
        






[image: Nordic Nature. Modern wooden kitchen design with a Nordic influence. Featured floating worktops, a ribbed plinth and rounded end panels]




[image: Close-up of Nordic Nature cabinets with wood fronts and handles.]
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                From
                 £3,796 

                    or
                    £50 per month*            


        
            View Nordic Nature
        
    






    
        






[image: Nova Laurel green is a smooth slab surface that i available in a matt or gloss finish.]
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                    or
                    £24 per month*            
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[image: Modern kitchen design with a lightweight wood-effect finish]
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                 £1,662 

                    or
                    £15 per month*            
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[image: Modern slab Soho cabinets in the Balmoral colour, a soft beige green tone]




[image: Close-up of Soho Balmoral cabinets with black circle handles]
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                 £3,185 

                    or
                    £41 per month*            
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    View modern kitchens


            

    



                    
                    
                        


    
            
                
                        Handleless kitchens

                
                
                        Shaker and Modern doors without handles, in J-Pull or integrated-handle designs

                
                
                    


    
        






[image: Integra Soho Limestone and Nutmeg is a frameless slab door with integrated handles in a smooth paint finish.]




[image: Integra Soho Limestone and Nutmeg is a frameless slab door with integrated handles in a smooth paint finish.]
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                 £4,360 

                    or
                    £58 per month*            
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[image: Modern slab Soho cabinets in the Balmoral colour, a soft beige green tone]




[image: Close-up view of Nordic Craft cabinetry in kitchen island]
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                £4,321

                    or
                    £58 per month*            


        
            View Nordic Craft
        
    






    
        
                    






[image: Integra Ascoli Pebble kitchen with Natural oak kitchen island. Neutral kitchen with earh tones in interior and decorations.]
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                 £2,369 

                    or
                    £25 per month*            
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[image: Integra Wardley in shades Rose Bowl and Misty Moors in an elegant, contemporary Shaker kitchen.]
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                £4,931 

                    or
                    £45 per month*            


        
            View Integra Wardley
        
    






    
        






[image: Open plan kitchen with kitchen island. Integra Ludlow is a contemporary take on a Shaker kitchen, with integrated handles.]




[image: Close-up of kitchen island in Integra Ludlow, a contemporary take on a Shaker kitchen, with integrated handles.]
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                £4,424 

                    or
                    £59 per month*            


        
            View Integra Ludlow
        
    






    
        






[image: Integra Hoxton Kitchen from Magnet available in metallic midnight blue. Smooth slab doors and a painted effect finish.]




[image: Integra Hoxton Kitchen from Magnet available in metallic midnight blue. Smooth slab doors and a painted effect finish.]
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                 £3,445 

                    or
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[image: Integra Nordic Nature. Modern kitchen concept with a sleek handless design and fluted oak effect wood doors]
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                 £5,091 

                    or
                    £69 per month*            


        
            View Integra Nordic Nature
        
    






    
        






[image: Integra Nova by Magnet. Matt finished handless option with trim brushed in aluminum for a high end feel.]
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                £2,968

                    or
                    £37 per month*            
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[image: Integra Dunham Kitchen by Magnet. Premium painted matt finish with unique door style available in 20 colours.]
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    View handleless kitchens


            

    



                    

        
    




    
        Why customers love us

    




    
        

  Trustpilot
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                Are you in the Trade?

                Sign up for a Magnet Trade account and get exclusive benefits & discounts.

            

                
                    Apply on Magnet Trade

                

        

    


        




    




    
        Designed by us, styled by you

        

    

    






    
        
            
                Psst... Don't miss out!

                
                    Want front-row access to the latest design trends and seasonal offers? Subscribe to be first in the queue.

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                E-mail
                                
                                Please enter an email address.

                                Please enter a valid email address

                            

                                                            
                                    
                                    Yes please, I want Magnet newsletter with kitchen inspiration and product offers.
                                

                                Sign up
                            Something has gone wrong sending the form! Please try again later or contact our customer service.

                        

                    

                    
                        recaptcha privacy and terms

                    
                    

                

            

            
                Thank you for signing up!

            

        

    




    
        Magnet Kitchens

Magnet are the longest-running kitchen suppliers and manufacturers in the UK, with a heritage stretching back over 100 years. Since then, we have grown to become leaders and pioneers in the industry – driven by the simple philosophy of inspiring better living through purposeful design.

Not only are we the UK’s longest-running kitchen retailer, but we’re also the largest – with over 200 locations nationwide. With so many showrooms, it’s easy for you to pay us a visit. Explore our kitchen ranges, discover our latest kitchen sales and offers, or chat to one of our friendly Magnet designers. You can even book a Design Consultation in-store or online.

We’re the only kitchen specialists in the UK to design, manufacture and install our kitchens – ensuring our customers have a seamless journey. Every single one of our stunning, unique kitchens is made at our Darlington site – from the highest quality materials.

Our TrustMark-accredited team can install your new kitchen or we can help you find a fitter.

Whether you prefer a modern or traditional style, calming neutrals or dramatically dark spaces, playful pastels or bold and beautiful tones, minimalist or maximalist design – we can help you bring your dream kitchen to life. Discover our kitchen ranges here.

Why not sign up to our newsletter to keep up to date about our latest news, kitchen sales and offers? You can also find further kitchen design inspiration on our blog.

*Finance arranged by Magnet Ltd. Allington Way, Darlington, DL1 4XT who acts as a credit broker and not the lender. Magnet Ltd. only offers products from Novuna Consumer Finance. Novuna Consumer Finance is the lender. Novuna Consumer Finance is a trading style of Mitsubishi HC Capital UK PLC. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Financial Services Register no. 704348. The register can be accessed through www.fca.org.uk. Credit is subject to application, financial circumstances and borrowing history. Ask in store for details. Finance is available across all magnet kitchens. Approval of your application depends on your financial circumstances and borrowing history.
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                        Your dream kitchen, for less

Book a free design consultation to get started.

                        
    Book Now
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Over 195 stores nationwide

We have more showroom locations than any other kitchen retailer.
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Which? Best Buy Kitchens

Our pre-built cabinet has been named a Which? Best Buy for the fifth year in a row.
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Are you in the Trade?

Apply for a free Trade account through our Magnet Trade website.

    






            
                    
                        



    
        Sign up for emails
    


    
        Subscribe now for exclusive limited-time offers, exclusive updates and design trends.

    


    
        
            

            Please enter an email address.

            Please enter a valid email address

        


        
            
            
                I'm happy to receive Magnetâ€™s latest offers and product info by email (unsubscribe at any time).
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        Thank you for signing up!
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